A depolarized resting membrane potential has long been considered to be a universal feature of immature neurons. Despite the physiological importance, the underlying mechanisms of this developmental phenomenon are poorly understood. Using perforated patch, whole-cell, and cell-attached recordings we measured the membrane potential in CA3 pyramidal cells in hippocampal slices from postnatal rats. With gramicidin perforated patch recordings, membrane potential was -44±4 mV at postnatal days P0-P2 and it progressively shifted to -67±2mV at P13-15. A similar developmental change of the membrane potential has been also observed with conventional whole-cell recordings. However, the value of the membrane potential deduced from the reversal potential of NMDA channels in cell-attached recordings did not change with age and was -77±2 mV at P2 and -77±2 mV at P13-14. The membrane potential measured using whole-cell recordings correlated with seal and input resistance, being most depolarized in neurons with high, several gigaohms, input resistance and low seal resistance. Simulations revealed that depolarized values of the membrane potential in whole-cell and perforated-patch recordings could be explained by a shunt through the seal contact between the pipette and membrane. Thus, the membrane potential of CA3 pyramidal cells appears to be strongly negative at birth and does not change during postnatal development.
INTRODUCTION
. A similar range of the resting membrane potentials has also been reported for the chick hair cells at E10-12 (around -50 mV) (Masetto et al. 2000) and perinatal rat phrenic motoneurons (from -49 to -59 mV) (Martin-Caraballo and Greer 1999). In guinea pig celiac neurons at birth, the E m is around -55 mV, whereas early fetal celiac neurons have an E m of only -20 to -30 mV (Anderson et al. 2001 ). At birth, rat nucleus accumbens neurons have an E m around -50 mV (Belleau and Warren 2000) . Thus, the depolarized value of the neuronal membrane potential appears to be a general feature of immaturity.
Despite of the ubiquity of the depolarized membrane potential recorded in immature neurons using intracellular or whole-cell recordings and the major impact it may have on neuronal excitability, underlying mechanisms remain poorly understood. Since the value of the resting membrane potential is determined by ionic gradients and membrane permeability, it has been proposed that delayed development of the ionic Intracellular recordings with sharp electrodes and whole-cell and perforated patch recordings with patch electrodes are commonly used to assess the value of the membrane potential. However, both techniques introduce several sources of error. These include: i) liquid junction potentials; ii) modification of intracellular composition that can affect the ionic gradients and the activity of ionic channels; and iii) a short-circuit effect of the leak through the contact between the electrode and the membrane (Marty and Neher 1995; Spruston and Johnston 1992; Staley et al. 1992 ; Barry and Lynch 1991; Velumian et al. 1997 ). Leak resistance is about 500 MOhm in recordings with sharp electrodes and it is increased to several gigaohms in patch-clamp recordings. However, in a small cell with several gigaohms of resistance, a leak through the seal between the patch pipette and membrane may introduce an important error in the measurement of E m using whole-cell recordings (Barry and Lynch 1991) . Therefore, it is conceivable that depolarized values of the resting membrane potential in immature neurons are simply due to the short-circuit effect of the leak through the contact between the electrode and the membrane in the invasive recordings.
In the present study, we estimated the membrane potential of CA3 pyramidal cells during their postnatal development using whole-cell, gramicidin perforated patch and cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels.
We report that whole-cell and gramicidin perforated patch recordings give similar estimates of the membrane potential, which is strongly depolarized at birth (-44 mV) and hyperpolarizes to -67 mV at the end of the second postnatal week. However, the membrane potential deduced from cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels is more negative, around -77 mV, and does not change during postnatal development. Simulations revealed that depolarized values of the membrane potential in whole-cell recordings could be explained, at least in part, by the shunting through the contact between the patch-pipette and the membrane, which affects measurements, particularly in small neurons which have high resistances in the gigaohms range. Thus, the membrane potential of CA3 pyramidal cells appears to be strongly negative at birth and does not change during postnatal development.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental system
Hippocampal slices were prepared from postnatal days (P) P0-26 Wistar rats of both sexes. All animal protocols conformed to the French Public Health Service policy and the INSERM guidelines on the use of laboratory animals. Animals were anesthetized with chloral hydrate (350 mg/kg, intraperitoneally) and decapitated. Brains were removed and transverse hippocampal slices (350-500 µm) were cut using the Vibratome (VT 1000E; Leica, Nussloch, Germany). Slices were kept in oxygenated (95% O 2 / 5% CO 2 ) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) of the following composition (in mM): NaCl 126, KCl 3.5, CaCl 2 2.0, MgCl 2 1.3, NaHCO 3 25, NaH 2 PO 4 1.2 and glucose 11 (pH 7.4) at room temperature (20-22°C) at least 1 hour before use. For recordings, slices were placed into a conventional fully submerged chamber superfused with ACSF (30-32° C) at a rate of 2-3 ml/min.
Electrophysiological recordings and data analysis
Patch-clamp recordings were performed using Axopatch 200A (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA) and EPC-9 (HEKA Elektronik, Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany) amplifiers. Patch electrodes were made from borosilicate glass capillaries of 1. Gramicidin was first dissolved in DMSO to prepare a stock solution of 10-40 mg/ml and then diluted to a final concentration of 80 µg/ml in the pipette solution. The gramicidin-containing solution was prepared and sonicated <1 hour before the experiment. Patch pipettes were backfilled with a gramicidin-containing solution, and then the tip of the pipettes was dipped into and filled with a gramicidin -free solution by For cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels, the tip of patch pipettes was covered with a wax to reduce capacitance. Pipettes were filled with nominally magnesium-free ACSF containing 10 µM NMDA and 10 µM glycine. Analysis of activity of NMDA channels was performed using the Axon software package as described earlier (Khazipov et al. 1995) . Both multilevel and short (<2 ms) openings were discarded during analysis.
Extracellular field potentials were recorded using electrodes made from tungsten wire of diameter 50 µm.
Electrodes were positioned in the pyramidal cell layer of the CA3 subfield and signals were amplified using a custom made amplifier (bandpass 0.1 Hz -4 kHz; x1000). For single action potential detection, records were filtered with a RC (single pole) high pass filter at > 200 Hz.
Recordings were digitized (10 kHz) online using a Digidata 1200 interface card (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA) and analyzed offline with the Axon software package, Mini Analysis program (Synaptsoft Inc, NJ), and Origin 5.0 (Microcal Software, Northampton, MA). Group measures are expressed as means±SE; error bars also indicate SE. The statistical significance of differences was assessed with the Students t -test. The level of significance was set at p <0.05.
RESULTS
Gramicidin perforated patch and whole-cell recordings
Gramicidin perforated patch recordings ( and P14 are shown in Figure 1 . In the majority of recorded neurons, membrane potentials were not stable and displayed various fluctuations that often gave rise to action potentials. Therefore, the resting membrane potential was measured as an average membrane potential from recordings in current-clamp mode with null current injected. Examples of the all-points histograms of the membrane potential are shown on Figure 1 .
Although the values of the membrane potential varied significantly over time in each given neuron as well as between neurons at a given age (Fig. 2) , average values of membrane potential were significantly more depolarized in neurons from the younger rats. Thus, neurons from the most immature group (P0-2) had an average membrane potential -44 ±4 mV (n=18). The most immature neurons typically fired no action potentials either spontaneously (Fig. 1 ) or in response to depolarization unless pre-hyperpolarized to a more negative potential (not shown), suggesting that they were in a state of depolarization block. During the first two postnatal weeks, average membrane potential progressively shifted toward negative values to attain a value of -67±2 mV at P13-15 (n=18). Developmental changes in the membrane potential were paralleled by a progressive decrease of input resistance and increase of capacitance (Fig. 2) . At P0-2, input resistance was Similar to the gramicidin perforated patch, depolarized values of the membrane potential have been obtained in neonatal neurons using whole-cell recordings. At P2-3, the resting membrane potential was -58±3 mV, input resistance was 1.4±0.1 GOhm, and capacitance was 48±5 pF (n=20). Interestingly, the E m value strongly depended on seal resistance measured in cell-attached configuration prior to whole-cell formation: in cells with seal resistance <10 GOhm (on average, 5.5±0.8 GOhm) the E m value was -50±3 mV (n=10); in cells with seal resistance >10 GOhm (on average, 13.9±3.1 GOhm), the E m value was -65±3 mV (n=10).
Cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels
In the next series of experiments we estimated the value of the membrane potential from cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels. The rationale of this approach is based on the fact that currents through NMDA channels reverse near 0 mV (Nowak et al. 1984 ) and therefore in cell-attached recordings, NMDA currents should reverse their polarity at a holding potential on the pipette V p = E m . Figure 3 cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels was -77±2 mV (n=6). This value is not significantly different from E m estimated using the same approach at P2, but is 10 mV more negative than the E m value obtained using gramicidin perforated patch recordings from age-matched pyramidal cells (-67±2 mV; n=12).
Dual patch-clamp recordings
In the next series of experiments we attempted to determine the impact of whole-cell recordings on the membrane potential using dual patch-clamp recordings from the soma of the same neuron. In this series, the E m value measured with a single electrode in whole-cell mode was -53±4 mV (n=6; P5). Breaking into wholecell configuration with the second electrode caused neuronal depolarization to -37±4 mV (n=6). These results suggest that whole-cell recordings are associated with depolarization of the immature neurons.
Simulations
Thus, in gramicidin perforated patch and whole-cell recordings, membrane potentials were significantly more depolarized than in cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels. The difference was most prominent in immature neurons. In keeping with the artifacts of measurements of the membrane potential in small neurons (Barry and Lynch 1991), we attempted to estimate the contribution of short circuit effect of the leak conductance between the cell membrane and patch pipette to membrane potential in whole-cell and perforated patch recordings.
For simulations, we used one-compartment model (Barry and Lynch 1991), the electric scheme of which is shown on Figure 6 . Cell is represented by whole cell membrane resistance (R m ), capacitance (C m ) and battery (E m 0 ), which equals the resting potential of the intact cell. The seal contact between the patch-pipette and membrane is considered as a shunt conductance 1/R ps with a reversal potential E ps equal to the liquid junction potential between the pipette and bath solutions. The input resistance of the amplifier was considered to be infinitively high. In the stationary state, the sum of all currents is null: 
In our simulations, E m 0 was deduced from cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels, and R ps and R in were measured in cell-attached and whole-cell/perforated patch recordings, respectively.
According to equation (2), the closer the seal resistance R ps is to R in , the more depolarized should be the apparent membrane potential (E m '). We therefore compared the dependence of E m ' on the ratio R in /R ps . We assumed that the real membrane potential E m 0 equals -77 mV -the value deduced from cell-attached recordings. The reversal potential of the current through the seal, E ps , was considered as the liquid junction potential between the pipette and bath solutions, -7 mV in whole-cell recordings and -1 mV in gramicidin perforated patch recording.
The experimentally measured membrane potentials in perforated patch (A) and whole-cell recordings (B)
are plotted as a function of R in /R ps in Figure 7 , together with theoretical prediction for the corrupted membrane potential derived from the equation (2) . When R in <<R ps and ratio R in /R ps approximates zero, the simulated membrane potential approximates the value of E m 0 , -77mV. When R in approaches R ps and ratio R in /R ps approximates 1, the simulated membrane potential approximates the reversal potential of the seal shunting conductance. There is a trend of the experimentally measured membrane potentials to depolarize with an increase of R in /R ps ratio. The coefficient of correlation between the experimental data and the results of simulation was 0.55 and 0.59 for perforated patch and whole-cell recordings, respectively.
DISCUSSION
The principal findings of the present study are as follows: (i) when measured using gramicidin perforated patch and whole-cell recordings, the membrane potential of neonatal CA3 pyramidal cells is strongly The key issue in the cell-attached approach for the measurements of membrane potential is the reversal potential of the conductance that is used as a voltage sensor. We assumed that the reversal potential of NMDA currents is 0 mV. However, this value has been obtained using invasive recordings (Nowak et al. 1984) , whereas E NMDA in the intact cell is unknown. NMDA currents are equally permeable to K + and Na + and therefore E NMDA is determined by their total extra-and intracellular activities. In the external solution total concentration of K + and Na + is 155 mM; with the activity coefficient of 0.85, it gives 131 mM of free K + and Na + . In the intracellular solution, the activity of K + in the hypoglossal neurons was estimated using ion- The results of the present study are in agreement with the work of Barker and colleagues (Maric et al. 1998 ), in which non-invasive potentiometric techniques have been employed to determine the resting membrane potential of the acutely dissociated cortical neurons at E11-22. In their study, the value of resting membrane potential of postmitotic cortical neurons at E18 was estimated at -86±4 mV using oxonol measurements and at -80±7 mV using videoimaging technique, while with perforated patch recordings the membrane potential was -60.8±6.5 mV, that is, 20-25 mV more depolarized. As with the present study, the authors suggested that the depolarized value of the membrane potential in perforated patch recordings is due to the error associated with recordings from small cells.
Comparing the experimental results with theoretical calculations indicates that leakage introduced in whole-cell and perforated patch recordings can be the principal factor determining the depolarized value of the membrane potential in the immature CA3 pyramidal neurons. At the same time, we observed large deviations in the experimental data from the theoretical curve, which considers leak resistance parallel to membrane resistance (Fig. 7) . These deviations can be due to several factors: i) our simple model does not include active membrane properties. For example, it is conceivable that negative deflection from prediction in several cells with high R in /R ps (Fig. 7A ) is due to activation of voltage-gated potassium conductance; ii) the value of R ps is estimated in cell-attached mode whereas this parameter might undergo undefined change following transition to whole-cell mode; and iii) R ps may be actually underestimated in the perforated patch recordings because of traces of gramicidin in the tip solution during cell-attach formation.
The present results have been obtained in the absence of any pharmacological blocker; therefore, synaptic activity and interplay of the voltage gated channels both contributed to the average membrane potential. In our previous study ), a similar technique of cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels was employed to determine the effects of GABA on the activity of NMDA channels in P2-5 CA3
pyramidal cells. In that study, recordings were performed in the presence of tetrodotoxin to suppress ongoing activity and GDPs. Estimated from the reversal potential of currents through NMDA channels in cell-attached mode, the resting membrane potential of CA3 pyramidal cells was -84±3 mV, 7 mV more hyperpolarized compared with the value obtained in the present study. It is likely that ongoing synaptic activity and GDPs (Fig. 4) , as well as intrinsic membrane potential oscillations ( Results of theoretical simulations indicate that the error associated with leak conductance is most apparent in neonatal CA3 pyramidal neurons. However, a significant error was also predicted for measurements of the membrane potential in more mature neurons. Thus, we found 10 mV difference between the membrane potential of CA3 pyramidal cells at P13-14 when measured using perforated patch recordings (-67 mV) and the membrane potential deduced from the reversal potential of currents through NMDA channels (-77 mV).
Miles and colleagues also found about 13 mV difference in the membrane potential estimated from the reversal potential of the currents through potassium channels in cell-attached configuration and whole-cell recordings from P11-26 CA1 pyramidal cells ). We attempted to calculate the leak error that could have affected the values of the membrane potential in whole-cell recordings in the latter study by using the following values: R ps = 1 GOhm; R in = 150-400 MOhm; E m 0 = -70 mV. Under these conditions, 10-27 mV of the depolarization are secondary to a leak error (see also Fig. 7 ). The range of the expected membrane potentials at given values of R in /R ps is outlined by the dashed box on Figure 7 .
In the present study, we compared the membrane potentials deduced from cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels and directly measured using whole-cell or gramicidin perforated patch recordings in different sets of cells. Further experiments with dual cell-attached and whole-cell recordings from the same neuron can provide more precise estimation of the impact of short-circuit effect of the whole-cell approach.
Taken together, the results of the present study suggest that: (i) developmental changes in the resting membrane potential of CA3 pyramidal cells are primarily due to the leak which is introduced in intracellular, whole-cell and perforated patch recordings; (ii) leak error may alter measurements of the membrane potential in both mature and immature neurons; (iii) obtaining seal resistances much higher than cell resistance will diminish this artifact; and (iv) the membrane potential of CA3 pyramidal cells appears to be strongly negative at birth and does not change during postnatal development. Despite a tremendous change in resting conductance, and the widely documented changes in ion channel expression, the absolute level of resting membrane potential is almost constant during postnatal development. Cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels from a P2 CA3 pyramidal cell at various pipette potentials (V P ); note that upward openings in cell-attached mode correspond to inward currents. Histograms of the amplitudes of currents through single NMDA channels at different pipette potentials. Current-voltage relationship of NMDA channels recorded in cell-attached mode. Note that currents through NMDA channels reverse at V P = -78 mV; assuming that NMDA receptor mediated currents reverse at a membrane potential of 0 mV, resting membrane potential of this cell should be -78 mV. Figure 6 and Results for details). Open circles correspond to the membrane potential of -77 mV obtained from cell-attached recordings of NMDA channels; it was also taken as m E 0 . Squares correspond to the liquid junction potentials. On panel B, open and filled triangles correspond to the average membrane potentials measured in cellattached and whole-cell configurations, respectively; dashed box outlines the range of the measured in whole-cell membrane potentials and corresponding values of R in /R ps and the dotted line is a theoretical prediction for the dependence of the apparent membrane potential on R in /R ps derived from the data presented in the article by Fricker et al. (1999) .
